SINGAPORE 2015 WORLD STAMP EXHIBITION
7th August 2013 was a grand occasion for the Association of Singapore Philatelists
( ASP ) in Bangkok during the Thailand 2013 World Stamp Exhibition. The signing of
the FIP Agreement confirming Singapore’s hosting of the Singapore 2015 World Stamp
Exhibition was signed by ASP President, Mr Vincent Ong, in the presence of FIP
President, Mr Tay Peng Hian, Director, FIP Bernard Beston, Ms Dila Eaton, FIP
Consultant, to the Singapore 2015 and ASP Vice President, Dr Yau Khai Weng.

This joyous occasion was followed by the signing between ASP and Singpex Pte Ltd.
Singpex Pte Ltd was appointed as the official organiser for the Singapore 2015 World Stamp
Exhibition. A beaming Mr Henry Ong who signed on Singpex’s behalf, started the countdown
of the clock to Singapore 2015.

The same night saw the launch
of “Singapore’s Night” which took
the Team
weeks

of

of

Singapore

preparation.

2015
Their

dreams were rewarded with more
than 400 guests attending. Long
queue started snaking from as
early as 5,30pm at the registration
counter, just meters away from the
Stamp exhibition entrance. The
screening of “Wolverine” was a
first in any stamp official launch.
Popcorns and drinks flowed as the
guests found their way to the two
cinema halls specially booked by
the ASP.

Team Singapore 2015 and
supporters help and mingle
with the visiting delegates.
The MacDonald’s team
were so efficient in issuing
tickets and guiding the
guests to the correct
cinema halls.

Before the start of the movie, videos of HP, Stanley Gibbons, Singapore Tourist Board
and the Marina Bay Sands were played. MacDonald’s various delicious fast food was
on the dinner’s menu at the Singapore Night’s reception area. Vincent Ong declared
the

launching

of

Singapore

2015’s

website

and

thanking

all

guests

sponsors for their attendance. Naturally, inviting them to attend Singapore 2015!

and

Goodies bag filled with Singapore
Post Miniature World, 2 luggage tags,
2 limited edition postcards and a
weighing scale was so well liked that
guests kept coming for more! They
were limited and restricted by the
serialised number on the invitation
ticket. Thank you Singapore for the
hard work!

